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INTERIOR DESIGN BY MARC PRIDMORE DESIGNS
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PERSPECTIVES
Perspectives is inspired by the geometric interplay of angular forms, whose beauty is the phenomenon 

of perspective. In the spirit of the modernist movement in architecture, the rectilinear forms seem 
to fl oat. As one moves around the pieces, the ever-changing spatial relationships fascinate the eye. 

Sculptural and structural, the lighting forms are a strong visual focal point. A patinated golden bronze 
fi nish with shades of multi-tonal gold organza add a subtly varied and uniquely layered pattern of light 

in a room. Also available in warm muted silver leaf fi nish with shades of multi-tonal white crepe.



Patinated Golden 
Bronze (No Suffix)

FINISH OPTIONS  Also available in our five Standard Finish Options. See pg 402.

Warm Muted Silver Leaf 
(-2)
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46" RECTANGULAR CHANDELIER
Model #   
732040GU Patinated Golden Bronze

Dimensions
H 52" (132 cm) W 46" (117 cm) D 39" (99 cm)
Min Ht: 60" (152 cm) Max Ht: 121" (307 cm)

Electrical
†US: CFL or LED, 15w max, GU24  INTL: CFL E27, 13w max, Medium  |  (Qty. 12)
Chandelier includes an adjustable 6' rod.
Suitable for vaulted ceilings with ceiling adapter, sold separately.
Model #301-VLTKIT (Bronze vaulted ceiling kit) 
Model #301-2VLTKIT (Silver vaulted ceiling kit) 



US/INTL bulbs are not included for all items in this collection.
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†The silver leaf fixtures have been specifically designed to use CFL/LED bulbs (dimmable or non). The heat generated from incandescent bulbs may affect 
the life and appearance of the laminated shade fabric and use of incandescent bulbs will void warranty claims.

42" SQUARE CHANDELIER
Model #   
733840 Patinated Golden Bronze

Dimensions
H 37" (94 cm) W 42" (107 cm)
Min Ht: 42" (107 cm) Max Ht: 110" (279 cm)

Electrical
Bronze:
US: B10  INTL: B35 E14  
Candelabra, 60w max (Qty. 8) max 
Chandelier includes an adjustable 6' rod.
Canopy adapts for vaulted ceilings.

†Silver:
US: CFL or LED  INTL: CFL E14  
Candelabra, 7w max(Qty. 8)



Patinated Golden 
Bronze (No Suffix)

FINISH OPTIONS  Also available in our five Standard Finish Options. See pg 402.

Warm Muted Silver Leaf 
(-2)
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42" OBLONG CHANDELIER
Model #   
734040-2† Warm Muted Silver Leaf

Dimensions
H 25" (64 cm) W 42" (107 cm) D 13" (33 cm)
Min Ht: 30" (76 cm) Max Ht: 98" (249 cm)

Electrical
Bronze:
US: B10  INTL: B35 E14 
Candelabra, 60w max (Qty. 6)
Chandelier includes an adjustable 6' rod.
Canopy adapts for vaulted ceilings.

†Silver:
US: CFL or LED  INTL: CFL E14  
Candelabra, 7w max (Qty. 6)



US/INTL bulbs are not included for all items in this collection.
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†The silver leaf fixtures have been specifically designed to use CFL/LED bulbs (dimmable or non). The heat generated from incandescent bulbs may affect 
the life and appearance of the laminated shade fabric and use of incandescent bulbs will void warranty claims.

33" SCONCE
Model #   
753950GU Patinated Golden Bronze, 753950-2GU† Warm Muted Silver Leaf (Shown)

Dimensions
H 33" (84 cm) W 4" (10 cm) D 6" (15 cm)
ADA version is 4" (10 cm) D

Electrical
US: CFL or LED, GU24, 15w  INTL: CFL E27, Medium, 13w max  |  (Qty. 1)


